A NEW PATH FORWARD
The project aims to help law-abiding Ohio citizens hindered by a long-past mistake.

EXPEDITED PARDON PROCESS
Qualifying pardon applicants will receive access to a simplified and accelerated process.

PERSONAL ATTENTION
The project provides individualized assistance to applicants identified as potential pardon candidates.

Do you meet the criteria?
(see website for full criteria)

- NO CRIMINAL CONVICTIONS IN LAST 10 YEARS
- COMPLETED ALL SENTENCE REQUIREMENTS
- GOOD FAITH EFFORT TO PAY FINES AND RESTITUTION
- EMPLOYED AFTER CONVICTION (OR REASON FOR NOT WORKING)
- CONTRIBUTED TO COMMUNITY THROUGH VOLUNTEER SERVICE
- NO DISQUALIFYING OFFENSES (see website for list)

A collaboration between

Ohio Governor’s Expedited Pardon Project

Now is the time!
APPLY FOR A PARDON

ohioexpeditedpardon.org